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TWO IMPORTANT CAT DATES 

FOR YOUR DIARY 

Date Number 1. 

Last  year,  in June, Castellan (CAT)  
became a registered charity and our first 
AGM is on;  

FRIDAY THE 29TH JUNE 2012  

at St. Paul’s Church, Starcross, Devon  

in the Church Rooms at 6.00 pm. 

Castellan African Trust is not associated 
with any religion but the Church Rooms in 
Starcross provide a convenient meeting 
place with ample parking.  

Do come and meet the trustees and 
some of your fellow sponsors. 

———————————— 

Date Number 2. 

The second date is in 2013.  

A  chance  for members to visit Africa and 
visit their sponsored children and other 
villagers in Bwiam village and this is likely 
to be around the……….   

LAST WEEK OF FEBRUARY 2013 

Bwiam village lies 100 km. inland  from 
Sennegambia where the tourist beach 
hotels lie.  Members of the 2013 group 
will  stay  in a 4 or 5 star hotel on the 
Atlantic Coast and travel to the village by 
A/C coach staying overnight at Sindola  
Safari  Lodge Hotel.  “It was a holiday and 
an experience of a lifetime”; a typical 
comment from sponsors we have taken to 
Bwiam in the past. 

 

FEBRUARY  2012 

This year’s visit to Bwiam, to distribute 
school fees to children and their families, 
was carried out by Linda, Judi and David; 
all trustees of the Castellan African Trust 
or CAT. (our acronym)  

Judi, a retired teacher, lives in Sunder-
land  and  she  flew  to  Exeter  from  
Newcastle to join Linda, a nurse, and 
David in Devon from where the three 
musketeers travelled by taxi to Gatwick 
Airport for the early morning flight to Ban-
jul Airport.  
 

New members please note……  Every 
year, since 1998, this journey has been 
undertaken  at  our  volunteer’s  own  

expense. (we don’t waste your donations) 

This year the  trustees  stayed  at The African 
Village Hotel, a small friendly 2 star hotel run by 
Gambians. After the long journey from UK a good 
nights sleep set our travellers up to start work and 
a  cloudless fresh African sky greeted them at 
breakfast time. The weather was surprisingly cool, 
like an English mid-summer morning and shivering 
Gambians  were  wearing woolly jumpers and 
anoraks ! 

David went off to negotiate for a hire car and 
check out  rates  for  exchanging  Sterling to local 
currency  while the girls went shopping !   Not  for  
themselves you understand but for African design 
material  for  the “Moorland  Quilters” who are 
making one of their famous quilts to auction at the 
next CAT fundraising event.   

The team was busy; there were only two days in 
which to organise themselves as the plan was  to  
travel  to the village on Thursday. They had to visit 
the main hospital in Banjul to pick up negotiations 
where  they  were left  off  last  November, visit  
the  agricultural machinery supplier of the rice 
milling machine, pay in our quarter of a Million 
Dalasi to the charity  bank  account  to  keep  it 
safe until distribution  day the weekend  after  
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next, visit Sukuta  Health  Centre and a host of 
minor administration items. Not a moment to 
lose.    

Two major problems, set-backs one might say, 
revealed themselves during the next two days 
but these will be reported later. Thursday came 
soon enough and the elderly Range Rover with a 
suspect drive shaft made it to the village. Linda 
and Judi checked in to the basic but adequate 
Bwiam Lodge while David had elected to stay in 
a compound with a Gambian family.   Over the 
next three days the volunteers had a  number of 
tasks ahead of them, in addition to photo-
graphing 100 plus children. Judi was keen to 
work with pre-school teachers and this was or-
ganised for the next morning. (Friday) There was 
a need to visit the school as the girl’s toilet block 
was in disrepair and has been a  concern for 

some time.  

THE SEARCH FOR KADDY 

Also there was a SPECIFIC REQUEST to 
deal with. CAT had received an email from 
a family who live near Edinburgh and who 
wanted to sponsor a girl at school entry 
level, Grade 1. (about  age  six) perhaps 
an orphan or from a particularly needy 
family.  Judi opined that a reliable source 
of this information would be the school so 
they appr ched the headmistress with the 
problem. She took them to the classrooms 
and  asked  the teachers who, without 
hesitation, produced four young girls all of 
whom were in danger of having to leave 
school due to non-payment of  school  
fees. Choosing just one was an impossible 
task so in true parliamentary tradition  our  

Saffie,  Harriet,  &  Mariama   

These are the three girl’s who sadly were 
not chosen to be sponsored. Tough choice. 

C astellan 
African Trust 

JUDGED TO BE MOST IN NEED.  

Kaddy is sponsored now by Derek and 
Maureen from north of the border.  



A SCHOOL VISIT  

 by Judi  Weaver   

I was on holiday in Devon in 2001 when a 
chance  encounter  introduced  me to the 
Castellan African Trust. They told me about 
Bwiam village and how all my donations 
would be used getting the funds to the village 
and  directly  benefitting children and the 
community. Also and importantly, Castellan 
has no employees, only volunteers; it sound-
ed like my kind of charity. I therefore took the 
plunge and sponsored a little boy in 2006. 

Three years later, 2009, curiosity got the better 
of me and I joined a “sponsors trip” to the vil-
lage to see things for myself. The overwhelming 
hospitality of the villagers, meeting with my little 
boy Lamin, who was three now and his family  
really  got  to me.  Add to this a beautiful coun-
try, inhabited by extreme anglophiles and with 
beaches just like the Caribbean... I was hooked 
and I’ve been back several times now. Having 
spent my working life as a teacher I now want-
ed to realise an ambition to help in a classroom 
at the local Nursery School.   
We had arrived in the village on Thursday and 
arrangements had been made for me to visit 
the pre-school for 4-7 year olds the next morn-
ing. This was the age group I taught during my 
teaching career. I had brought some wall charts 
and picture books and I so wanted to help and 
perhaps teach?  

Reporting for duty at 08.30 hrs I found myself 
still waiting at 09.30 as breakfast had not yet 
arrived. Gambian breakfast it seems is served 
at 10.00. The ground peanut and rice porridge 
was delicious. I started work at 10.30 and the 
materials I brought with me were well received. 

An African Snag. Unfortunately schools finish at 
lunchtime on Fridays. (this is to give teachers 
the time to travel home for the weekend  often 
many miles away and they don’t have cars !) 
Also, the first 3 days of the following week were 
a public holiday so things were not going quite 
to plan.   The school was a teacher short due to 
illness and I was thrown in at the deep-end and 
given her  class to manage with no preparation 
With  no small trepidation I faced a class of 
smiling but bemused children  -  none of us 
knew what to expect. I smiled back and began 
talking  in my practised, PC, very reasonable 
teacher’s voice. Within a few minutes  I knew 
things were not going well. I could see their little 
brains  at  work,  unanimously  and silently 
deciding,  “This one’s a soft touch”.   My     
approach, at least initially, was all wrong as the 
children only seemed to respond to a stern 
voice delivering precise instructions. After all, it 
has  only  been  a  short  time  since  teachers 
were asked not to carry sticks with which to 
intimidate their charges.                              *  

THE LATRINE PIT & BUILDING SITE FOR A 
NEW EIGHT CUBICLE GIRL’S TOILET BLOCK. 

THE GIRL’S TOILET BLOCK 

On recent school visits CAT has been very 
concerned about the state of this facility. The 
concrete floors had disintegrated and only 
one of the six toilets were functioning. With 
200 girl students to accommodate this meant 
them having to use the nearby bush and the 
school kitchen was not far away.  CAT’s 
budget has taken up with another project but 
this item was next on the list. The work had 
been costed and the price of a temporary 
repair would be just over £1,000 with a new 
build more like £4,000; but what price decent 
sanitation ?  Our trio were in for a surprise as 
the headmistress announced that work had 
started.  Two other NGOs had part funded a 
new build, Water Aid being one of them. The  
pit for a much larger latrine had been dug and 
funds for the cement to make the floors and 
cement supplied. She said, “We are waiting to 
hear if Water Aid will pay for the roof but we 
are definitely short of money to pay for sand 
and gravel”. Our CAT team needed   

more information and asked the headmistress 
to  come  back  to them the next day with 
estimates  while  they  sought  their  own 
independent estimate. The costs were almost 
identical and the price of 24 trips of sand & 
gravel by tipper lorry was 21,600 Dalasi. (or 
just under £500) It seemed everyone was 
winning here, the school would have a new 
toilet block and CAT would have played a role 
in its completion at a fraction of the cost. With 
evidence of the work underway our team had 
no trouble authorising the expenditure. 

Meanwhile Judi, a retired teacher, was visit-
ing the Nursery School to help.   

To recap for new sponsors; when CAT asked 
the VDC (Village Development Committee) what 
they needed most “A milling machine” was the 
unqualified answer  but  rather than a tin shack 
a  new building was commissioned to accom-
modate other enterprises. Funds had already 
been earmarked for the Milling Machinery while 
building got underway and CAT began fund-
raising. A stage payment was made on the ma-
chinery in November 2011 and delivery was due 
in January 2012 so our team were hoping to see 
it installed, at least. Not so, the goods were still 
in a container, somewhere on the high seas, 
between Shanghai and The Gambia. If this were 
the UK  CAT would be in the  Courts  seeking   
compensation  but  Africans seem completely 

JUDI’S  CLASS  

 Judi was probably the first  

white teacher they had ever seen 

After a short session rehearsing, in English, 
the  days  of  the week  the head-teacher 
came to my rescue and suggested combining 
her class with mine. She wanted to teach the 
children some of the rhymes from the books I 
had  brought along  for  a  forthcoming  gradu-
ation ceremony.  

We taught them “Hot Cross Buns” and part of 
“Oranges and Lemons”.  Afterwards there was 
time for me to take a small group of little ones 
to read them a story.   They  loved  it  and 
followed the story with the pictures; finally I 
was communicating.   

To assimilate African customs and teaching 
values  one needs time, two days at least 
before attempting to take a class. (we have 
limited time available)  Our methods are so 
different and a century away from learning by 
rote and sharp direct instruction.   Of course 
I’m going back, I love it there and everything 
we do is so appreciated. I look forward to 
learning how we can best help teachers with 
new concepts, ‘phonics for example which is 
just being introduced.  I’m sure greater and 
enthusiastic co-operation between UK and 
African schools would be of real value and 
provide benefits for both  parties;  encouraging  
pen-pals for example, to help them discover 
how our cultures, intriguingly, are both similar 
and different at the same time to celebrate the 
differences and engender mutual respect. 

SPRING 2011  

AND THE CENTRE TAKES SHAPE 

THE MILLING MACHINE CENTRE 

This  project  has  taken  longer than originally 
envisaged but is now coming to fruition, apart 
from another African snag !  



NOVEMBER  2011 

The building is ready and the machinery  

has been ordered.  

AUNT SALLY AND THE  

SECOND SET OF TWINS TODAY 

LINDA & JUDI with Auntie Sally, resident male midwife & Janitor. 

Delivering urgently needed drugs and  medical supplies. 

Work begins to fence the land around 
the centre for a Banana Plantation. 

which it may be best not to dwell. 

Aunt Sally was very keen that Judi and I had a 
look round.  We visited the children’s ward first, 
quite reluctantly, as we both felt that the families 
should be accorded some privacy. The room 
contained 6 under 5s with their mothers and 12 
pairs of enormous eyes just stared at us. Every 
one of the children would have been on a high 
dependency unit in the UK. 

Next stop was the delivery ward. 2 mothers had 
just delivered and each lay on a trolley in a tiny 
area. We found this even worse, intruding at a 
very private time and the placenta in a bucket 
was nearly the final straw! The mid-husband real-
ly seemed to know his stuff. There are no doctors 
at the clinic and he obviously found it frustrating 
that he was only able to do a certain amount. 
Then his only option was to transfer his patient to 
the main hospital in Banjul. He told us that mid-
wives in other African countries are able to qualify 
to perform Caesarian sections.     * However,  he  

They also met the Permanent Secretary of 
Health and his assistant the under-secretary 
both of whom pledged their help and introduce 
CAT to the Minister and most probably the vice-
President on the next visit. (Feb. 2012)  

Expecting  to  pick  up  where  he left off  in 
November last year and armed with a letter from 
a consultant surgeon at the Royal Devon &   
Exeter  Hospital,   offering   his   services, David  
arrived at  the  hospital and Health Ministry 
again. Unfortunately for CAT, in the  intervening 
period, there had been an election. President 
Jammeh was swept back to power, there had 
been a re-shuffle of his cabinet and sweeping 
changes in the civil service. The Permanent 
Secretary had been moved to Agriculture, the 
under-secretary had suffered a stress induced 
stroke and a new man had been appointed to 
the job of Chief  Medical Director. Dr Nyan, who 
was without doubt suffering  from stress, had  
kept his job as Provost at the University Medical 
School and was in the throes of moving the 
whole facility to a new site. It was almost back 
to square one (sic transit Gloria Mundi) But 
David with limited time on this February’s trip, 
managed  to  meet  the  new Chief Medical 
Director of the  RVTH and  has  open  invitation 
to re-open the dialogue which of course he will 
do.   Inshalla.   

REFLECTIONS   

 by Linda Gibson 

Regular readers of this newsletter will recall 
Aunt Sally who runs the clinic in Sukuta. To all 
newcomers, allow me to introduce an amazing 
woman. She is a registered nurse and midwife 
and truly a formidable force, ruling her domain 
with a rod of iron. 

David had brought 10kg of medical supplies 
from the UK for her. These were packaged in 
an  enormous  cardboard  box which  also  
contained a fishing rod. Not surprisingly, the rod  
seemed to attract the most interest. The parcel 
was ceremoniously unwrapped on a large table 
which I suspect had several functions, upon 

unconcerned  and resigned to such delays; 
perhaps we have it wrong ?   The ETA for the 
machinery is now at the end of March.   

“When in Rome, etc., etc.”    

The building stands on almost half an acre of 
land which is uncultivated, apart from two lime 
trees that become heavy with fruit after each 
rainy season. It is unfenced and so children, 
pigs  and  goats  roam  around  it, and  the 
building’s veranda, at will. The children can’t 
resist  the  clean  painted walls and we get 
harmless graffiti; we can always hope for a  
budding Banksy to emerge.   

Using the land for a cash crop, to help fund the 
enterprise, has been part of the plan but a fence 
is an obvious requirement so CAT offered to 
fund this if the villagers provided the labour. 
Apart from the concrete posts and metal gates 
the fencing was put up in one day with the help 
of over 50 men, women and children. 

 

MEDICAL MATTERS 
———— 

In 2011 CAT made great progress establishing 
links between UK medics and the Gambian 
medical fraternity.  More  than 100 doctors, 
surgeons and senior nurses were seen  at  The  
Royal  Victoria Teaching Hospital  in Banjul, all 
of whom were keen to be  involved in a 
“Twinning” arrangement with UK medics some 
of whom were already signed up to the idea. But  
as we know after 14 years, there are always 
snags  -  Africa can be just as frustrating as it is 
fascinating. In November last year David and 
Linda held meetings with, amongst others, Dr. 
Ousman Nyan, Provost & Deputy Vice-
Chancellor of The University of The Gambia and 
Chief Medical Director  at  The  R.V.T.H. *           

related  proudly  how  he’d saved a woman’s life 
that morning. She had been haemorrhaging and 
we were able to visit her in the ward as he and 
Aunt Sally had decided to keep her in overnight. 

Aunt Sally was very grateful for the supplies 
which  we  had brought.   However, she was 

obviously desperate for more   
pressing  items  and  had  no  scru-
ples about giving us a shopping list.    
These were all medicines in syrup 
form for the children. We got 
quotes from a few chemists and 
decided we could afford to get eve-
rything she wanted plus a bit more.  
We were then advised to go to the 
wholesale pharmacy and imagine 
our delight when we found we were 
able to get twice as much as we’d 
expected. 

When we took them to the clinic 

they all got laid out in front of the 

clinic for the ubiquitous photo 

shoot.   David (Bailey) was just 

arranging his models when a man 



KADDY’S  HOME 

COULD YOU SPONSOR A CHILD ?  

COULD  YOU  HELP  TO   SPONSOR  

A   STUDENT   THROUGH            

NURSING & MIDWIFERY COLLEGE ? 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO VOLUNTEER & 

HELP WITH DIRECT ACTION ?   

 CONTACT CASTELLAN.  

PHONE ;  +44 (0) 1626 891390  

mail ;  tjdgoss@gmail .com 

Visit us at  

www.castellanafricantrust.org 

 

THE SEARCH FOR KADDY  

Continued from page 1. 

 

The four children had been identified, by their 
teachers, as being most in need of financial help 
to avoid expulsion for non-payment of school fees. 
The three volunteer/trustees were faced with the 
unenviable  task  of  choosing  one  child  and 
rejecting   the   other   three  who  will  almost 
certainly have to leave school.    Education for  
Africans  is almost as important as food and water. 
It offers the only chance of  lifting  themselves  out  
of poverty.   Judi, Linda and David, either together 
or individually, had visited the girl’s homes and 
interviewed mothers and aunties. They agonised 
all week and finally a meeting was held in the 
village to which they invited a village elder, who 
was himself a senior teacher, to  help with the 
decision.   Nobody at the meeting wanted  to  be 
first by suggesting a candidate thus eliminating the 
other three so David put it to the vote.    Kaddy 

In rural parts of Africa, like this, villagers live so 
close to the earth they are almost indistinguish-
able from it yet, despite the poverty, they main-
tain a proud dignity and strive to educate their 
children.      “The Dog ate my homework”.   

A favourite  excuse for  African  children  who  
fail to  hand  in  their homework is   “Sir, we 
could not afford candles”  

DINNERTIME FOR KADDY 

A War Zone ? 

Senegal surrounds The Gambia. The capital 
and seat of government Dakar is in the north  
and border to the southern region of Cassamas 
is only a few miles from Bwiam. The Cassamas 
rebels could be likened to the IRA or Basques in 
Spain.   The  fighting has been going on for 
decades and there have been refugees in and 
around Bwiam ever since CAT began work in 
Bwiam in 1998.   Thousands  have died in the 
fighting in this disputed region of Senegal.   

What  the volunteers  didn’t  know  is   that  
fighting  had broken out again. On  the  second 
night in the village David was surprised to hear 
thunder, but knowing it was some time to the 
rainy  season  he asked what it was. Heavy 
artillery was the reply; Senegalese tanks were 
shelling rebel strongholds less than twenty 
miles away and a new wave of refugees were 
arriving. Their homes had been destroyed by 
the  army  suspecting they were harbouring 
rebels. This seemed a tad too close for comfort 
but the villagers were just laid back and  inured 
to the situation.   

arrived carrying an extremely emaciated young 

boy. I followed them  inside  and  have  to confess  

to fairly low expectations of what treatment he 

would receive. Sometimes one is just delighted to 

be proved wrong and this was such an occasion. 

Intravenous fluids were up and running in seconds 

and I was relieved to see the boy rouse when a 

needle was stuck in him. When I returned to the 

others, Aunt Sally asked me to take 2 bottles of 

the new medicines to the nurses at the reception. I 

didn’t understand why until I asked her what the 

boy’s treatment would be  -  it was for him.  How 

lovely to see our offering in use so quickly. 

REFLECTIONS   

 by Linda Gibson 

and  her family came out on top due largely to 
their extreme poverty and paradoxically positive 
attitude.   

Kaddy, with her mother and sister live on the edge 
of Bwiam village but there was no information 
about a father. The compound has no running 
water and the  nearest Well  is  hundreds of yards 
away. Candles, which they can ill afford, provide 
the  only  light  and  there  is  no  toilet.  With no 
welfare or social services families like Kaddy’s rely 
heavily  on friends and family.  

BUILDING ON SUCCESS 

We recently reported one of our education 
success stories; Fatou (below) who is about to 
start her second year at medical school.  

Left to Right 

FATOU,  SAFFIATOU,  & LAMIN 

Now  we  have  two more; Lamin Ceesay, 
sponsored by  Mike and Rebecca 
(Accountancy and Business Studies)  and  
Saffiato Dahaba sponsored by Carrie 
(Accountancy and Financial Services). These 
three were some of the first children sponsored  
some 10 years ago.  

A WAR ZONE  

The thunder of heavy artillery  

could be heard in Bwiam Village ! 

 

DON’T FORGET CASTELLAN’S  

1ST. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

29TH JUNE  2012 

St. Paul’s Church, Starcross, at 6 p.m. 

All are welcome. 
 

AND IN 2013 

THE SPONSOR’S ORGANISED  

JOURNEY TO THE GAMBIA & 

 BWIAM VILLAGE 


